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ACCUMULATION TANKS

Model Height

[mm]

Diameter*

[mm]

PS 200 N 1326 450

PS 300 N 1380 550

PS 500 N 1890 600

PS 650 N 1930 700

PS 800 N 1820 800

PS 1000 N 2070 800

PS 1500 N 1860 1100

PS 2000 N 1930 1250

PS 3000 N 2040 1500

PS 4000 N 2355 1600

PS 5000 N 2855 1600

8 side ports with G 6/4“ F thread

   - to connect heat sources and loads, 

     or mount el. heating elements

1 top port with G 6/4“ F thread

   - to connect an air vent or a flow pipe

5 side ports with G 1/2“ F thread

   - to receive sheaths for temperature sensors

Model Height

[mm]

Diameter*

[mm]

PS2F 300 N 1380 550

PS2F 500 N 1890 600

PS2F 650 N 1930 700

PS2F 800 N 1820 800

PS2F 1000 N 2070 800

PS2F 1500 N 1860 1100

PS2F 2000 N 1930 1250

PS2F 3000 N 2040 1500

PS2F 4000 N 2355 1600

PS2F 5000 N 2855 1600

PS2F accumulation are fitted with two welded flanges. Each flange can be fitted a suitably sized tube heat exchanger depending on the 

application selected and a heat output required. This means that e.g. the bottom heat exchanger can be connected to a solar system 

while the upper one acts as a continuous water heater. Heating DHW in this manner limits significantly formation of Legionella bacteria.

8 side ports with G 6/4“ F thread

   - to connect heat sources and loads, 

     or mount el. heating elements

1 top port with G 6/4“ F thread

   - to connect an air vent or a flow pipe

5 side ports with G 1/2“ F thread

   - to receive sheaths for temperature sensors

2 welded side flanges, inner diam. 210 mm

   - to receive finned tube heat exchangers

These tanks are designed to accumulate and distribute thermal energy from solid-fuel boilers, heat pumps, solar collectors, electric boil-

ers etc.

Model Height

[mm]

Diameter*

[mm]

Heating coil 

surface area [m2]

PSW 200 N 1326 450 1

PSWF 300 N 1380 550 1.5

PSWF 500 N 1890 600 2

PSWF 650 N 1930 700 2.2

PSWF 800 N 1820 800 2.7

PSWF 1000 N 2070 800 3.2

PSWF 1500 N 1860 1100 4

PSWF 2000 N 1930 1250 4.5

These tanks are fitted with an upper welded flange that can accommodate a suitably sized tube heat exchanger depending on the application and 

heating output needed. Further they are fitted with a lower steel heating coil. These tanks are intended preferably for use with solar systems.

8 side ports with G 6/4“ F thread

   - to connect heat sources and loads, 

     or mount el. heating elements

1 top port with G 6/4“ F thread

   - to connect an air vent or a flow pipe

5 side ports with G 1/2“ F thread 

   - to receive sheaths for temperature sensors

2 ports with G 1“ F thread

   - to connect the lower steel heating coil

1 top flange welded from the side, inner diam. 210 mm

   - to receive finned tube heat exchangers

PSW: no upper flange

Volumes up to 100 m3 upon order.

* Tank diam. without ports and insulation.

The total tank diameter is bigger by 200 mm.

max. working pressure 4 bar

max. working temperature 95 °C

PS

PS2F

PSWF

PS EKONOMIK

PS EKONOMIK ACCUMULATION TANKS

These tanks are designed for accumulation and subsequent distribution of heat energy from solid fuel boilers, heat pumps, solar 

collectors, electric boilers etc.

Model Height

[mm]

Diameter*

[mm]

PS 500 E 1890 600

PS 750 E 1950 750

PS 1100 E 2060 850

4 side ports with G 6/4“ F thread

   - to connect heat sources and appliances, 

or instal el. heating rods

1 top port with G 6/4“ F thread

   - for air eliminator or outlet to heating system

2 side ports with G 1/2“ F thread

   - to accommodate temperature sensor sheath



FINNED TUBE HEAT EXCHANGERS

These heat exchangers are intended for heat transfer in accumulation tanks. 

They are made of finned copper tubes that offer a larger tube surface and 

a better heat transfer. They differ in the size of their heat transfer surfaces, 

in their length, connecting size, kind of winding and in the number of tubes. 

Upon agreement, in case of large quantities demanded, also tailormade 

types can be produced.

 max. working pressure 10 bar

 max. working temperature 95 °C

Flanges for PS2F and PSWF accumulation tanks:

These are not supplied with our accumulation tanks, please 

order separately depending on your specific tank use.

blind flange

code 6230
G 3/4“ size

code 6231

G 1“ size

code 6232

Code Surface 

area [m2]

Coil length 

[mm]

Coil diam. 

[mm]

Connection No. of

tubes

6150 0.6 410 145 G 3/4“ 1 

6151 1.06 420 145 G 3/4“ 1 

6152 1.80 470 170 G 3/4“ 1 

6154 2.63 600 190 G 3/4“ 1 

6155 3.15 560 190 G 1“ 2 

6157 3.60 630 190 G 1“ 2 

6156 4.50 750 190 G 1“ 2 

INSULATION

Detachable 100mm thick insulation is supplied for PS, 

PS E, PS2F and PSWF accumulation tanks, consisting of soft 

polyurethane mantle with a white PU leather surface.

Tanks for heating-water accumulation with immersed DHW tank, with a steel heating coil for connection to solar collectors (versions G1 and G2) and with a heating 

coil directly inside the DHW tank (version G2), ready to accommodate 2 electric heating rods and to connect more heat sources. The inner surface of the immersed 

DHW tank is enameled in compliance with DIN 4753. The immersed tank is equipped with a magnesium anode rod.

Model

in total / DHW

Height

[mm]

Diameter*

[mm]

Heating coil surface area

[m2]

DUOE 600/150 1625 750 2.4

DUOE 750/200 1880 750 2.5

DUOE 1000/220 2090 790 2.8

DUOE 1500/300 2100 1000 3.9

DUOE ACCUMULATION TANKS with immersed DHW storage tank

Accumulation tank:
5+1 side ports with G 1“ F thread   - to connect to a heating system
2 side ports with G 6/4“ F thread   - for el. heating elements
4 side ports with G 1/2“ F thread   - for temperature sensor sheaths
2 side ports with G 1“ F thread    - to connect a heating coil

Immersed tank:
3 top ports with G 1“     - inlet, outlet, recirculation
1 top opening with G 1/2“ F thread   - for temperature sensor sheath
1 magnesium anode rod (G 5/4“)

DUOE accumulation tanks are supplied with 100 mm insulation in soft polyurethane with white PU leather surface.

max. working pressure 3 bar

max. working pressure of the DHW tank 10 bar

max. working temperature 95 °C

* Tank diam. without ports and insulation.

The total diam. of the tank is calculated by adding double the insulation thickness to the tank diameter shown in the table.

max. working pressure 3 bar

max. working pressure of the DHW tank 6 bar

max. working temperature 100 °C

Accumulation tank:
6 side ports with G 5/4“ F thread   - to connect to a heating system
1 side port with G 1“ F thread    - to connect to a heating system
1 side port with G 6/4“ F thread    - for an el. heating element
4 ports with G 1/2“ F thread    - for temperature sensor sheaths
2 side ports with G 1“ F thread    - to connect a heating coil (for G1 and G2 only)

Immersed tank:
3 top ports with G 3/4“ F thread   - inlet, outlet, recirculation
2 top ports with G3/4” thread   - to connect to a heating coil (G2 only)
1 top opening with G 1/2“ F thread   - for temperature sensor sheath
1 magnesium anode rod (G 5/4“)

DUOE G0, G1 and G2 accumulation tanks are supplied with a non-detachable, 75 mm thick hard PUR insulation with a white PU leather surface.

S1

S2

Model

in total / DHW

Height

[mm]

Diam. with insulation

[mm]

Heating coil surface area [m2]

S1 S2

DUOE 380/120 G0 1890 700 - -

DUOE 380/120 G1 1870 700 - 1.6

DUOE 380/120 G2 1870 700 0.8 1.6



» Excellent insulation properties - thick polyurethane insulation between walls of plastics

» Nice, light and safe execution - pressureless accumulation fluid

» Easy handling - can be carried to the location even on stairs and through an 80 cm door

» Long service life without corrosion - copper and stainless-steel heat exchangers, 

   resilient plastics

TECHNICAL DATA

Tanks for heating-water accumulation with an immersed stainless-steel heat exchanger for DHW, a thermally stratified cylinder for the return line from the heating 

system, 2 steel heating coils (e.g. for solar collectors). An electric heating element can be inserted and further heat sources connected.

HSK ACCUMULATION TANKS with a stainless-steel heat exchanger for DHW

Accumulation tank:
1 top port with G 1“ F thread    - to connect to a heating system
        or place an air vent valve
5 side ports with G 6/4“ F thread   - to connect a heating system and heat source
1 side port with G 6/4“ F thread    - for el. heating element
6 side ports with G 1/2“ F thread   - for temperature sensor sheaths
4 side ports with G 1“ F thread    - to connect 2 heating coils

Immersed stainless-steel heat exchanger for DHW:
2 side ports with G 5/4“ F stainless steel thread  - inlet, outlet

S1

S2

Model Height

[mm]

Diameter*

[mm]

Heating coil surface area [m2]

S1 S2 TV

HSK 500 1720 650 - 2.3 5.7

HSK 800 1930 790 2 3 7.2

HSK 1000 2110 790 3 3.5 7.2

HSK 1500 2240 1000 3.5 4.5 8.5

HSK 2000 2380 1100 4.2 5.5 11.5

120 mm thick detachable insulation in soft polyurethane with white PU leather surface is available for HSK accumulation tanks.

max. working pressure 6 bar

max. working pressure of the DHW heat

exchanger 6 bar

max. working temperature 95 °C

LATENTO 500XXL ACCUMULATION TANK with phase change material

* Tank diam. without ports and insulation.

The total diam. of the tank is calculated by adding double the insulation thickness to the tank diameter shown in the table.

Combination tanks for heating-water accumulation, with an immersed DHW tank, two steel heating coils (e.g. to connect solar collectors), with the possibility 

to insert an electric heating rod and to connect further heat sources. The inner surface of the inside tank is enameled according to DIN 4753. The inside tank is 

equipped with a magnesium anode rod.

Model

in total / DHW

Height

[mm]

Diameter*

[mm]

Heating coil surface area [m2]

S1 S2

DUOE2 600/150 1625 750 1.5 2.4

DUOE2 750/200 1880 750 1.8 2.5

DUOE2 1000/220 2090 790 2.4 2.8

DUOE2 1500/300 2100 1000 3 3.9

DUOE2 ACCUMULATION TANKS with immersed DHW storage tank and 2 heating coils

Accumulation tank:
5+1 side ports with G 1“ F thread   - to connect to a heating system
2 side ports with G 6/4“ F thread   - for el. heating elements
4 side ports with G 1/2“ F thread   - for temperature sensor sheaths
4 side ports with G 1“ F thread    - to connect heating coils

Immersed tank:
3 top ports with G 1“ F thread     - inlet, outlet, recirculation
1 top opening with G 1/2“ F thread   - for temperature sensor sheath
1 magnesium anode rod (G 5/4“)

DUOE2 accumulation tanks are supplied with 100 mm insulation in soft polyurethane with white PU leather surface.

S1

S2

max. working pressure 3 bar

max. working pressure of the DHW tank 10 bar

max. working temperature 95 °C

» Increased accumulation ability thanks to the latent heat 

   of the wax filling

» Perfect stratification thanks to the use of heat exchangers

» Solar hot water just after 30 minutes of sunshine

Model Latento 500XXL

Dimensions 780 × 780 × 1580 mm

Average temperature drop in one hour 0.1 K/h 

Tank material Polypropylen 

Weight 118 kg 

Weight of wax filling 20 kg

Total tank capacity 536 l 

Capacity without heat exchangers 500 l 

Max. temperature in the tank 90 °C 

Solar heat exchanger surface area 2.2 m2 

DHW heat exchanger surface area 4.2 m2 

Heat exchanger surface area for heat source / heating system 2.3 m2 

Solar heat exchanger volume 9.8 l 

DHW heat exchanger volume 20.5 l 

Heat exchanger volume for heat source / heating system 11.0 l 

Connection dimension for heat exchanger of heat source / heating system G 5/4“

Connection dimension for DHW heat exchanger G 5/4“

Connection dimension for solar system G 5/4“

SV    TV
Heat exchanger

for DHW

 

Heat exchanger

for heat source

/ heating system

Solar heat

exchanger - out

El. heating

element (option)

 

Latent material

Piping for solar heat

exchanger stratification

Tank with insulation

(made of PP/PU/PP)

Solar heat

exchanger (in)

Level and

temperature indicator

Sheaths for

temperature sensors

Lid

(made of PP/PU/PP)



» The first ever plastic pressure heat accumulation 

tank on the market

» Extremely low thermal loss

» Some models to be buried underground

» Long service life 

» New type of thermally stable plastic

AKUPLAST - unique plastic pressure heat accumulation tank

» AP750 3WS model fitted with a detachable insulation, 

enabling to pass through 80cm door

» Resistant, washable plastic surface

» Compact design, all ports at the top

» Made in Germany

Insulated top cover with leadthrough

guarantees minimum heat loss.

Inlets and outlets located on the top of the tank

facilitate easy installation and help reduce heat loss.

Inner tank part is made of a special thermally

resistant plastic material.

Heat exchanger in high quality stainless steel for

instantaneous DHW heating. Hot water is then

always fresh, no chance for Legionella bacteria.

Lower heat exchanger in good quality stainless steel

to connect a solar system.

Outer washable mantle is made of sturdy plastic.

Hard polyurethane insulation fills perfectly the

space between the vessel and its outer mantle. This

way thermal loss is reduced to minimum.

Upper heat exchanger in high quality stainless steel

to connect e.g. a solar system.

AkuPlast AP 750 3WS Tank is fitted with a detachable 

insulation enabling to pass through 80cm door.

AkuPlast APZ - underground model

Walkable cover in hard plastic.

Cover opening with sleeve. One common socket

makes it possible for all the connection pipes to be

laid in one common protective pipe in the ground.

Outer mantle is made of sturdy plastic.

Hard polyurethane insulation fills perfectly the

space between the vessel and its outer mantle. This

way thermal loss is reduced to minimum.

Insulated top cover guarantees minimum heat loss.

Inner tank part is made of a special thermally

resistant plastic material.

Heat exchanger in high quality stainless steel for

instantaneous DHW heating. Hot water is then

always fresh, no chance for Legionella bacteria.

Upper heat exchanger in high quality stainless steel

to connect a solar system or DHW circulation.

Lower heat exchanger in good quality stainless steel

to connect a solar system.

AkuPlast AP - indoor model



AKUPLAST - TECHNICAL DATA

Model  AP 400 2WSE AP 750 3WS AP 750 ZE AP 750 Z3WS

Number of heat exchangers * 2 3 0 3

Sleeve for el. immersion heater G 6/4“ - G 6/4“ -

Max. tank temperature [°C] 95 95 95 95

Max. tank pressure [bar] 3 3 3 3

Max. heat exchanger pressure [bar] 10 10 - 10

Total tank volume [l] 396 729 734 729

Heating fluid volume in tank [l] 373 690 734 690

DHW heat exchanger volume [l] 17 23 - 23

Upper solar heat exchanger volume [l] - 7.6 - 7.6

Lower solar heat exchanger volume [l] 6.2 8.2 - 8.2

DHW heat exchanger surface area [m2] 4.68 5.35 - 5.35

Upper solar heat exchanger surface area [m2] - 1.78 - 1.78

Lower solar heat exchanger surface area [m2] 1.45 1.91 - 1.91

Heat loss - liquid 60°C, air 20°C [kWh/24h] 0.8 1.2 1.2 1.2

DHW heating output at 60°C/10°C/45°C [kW] 76  90 - 90

DHW performance at 60°C/10°C/45°C [l/min] 31 37 - 37

Code 11889 11888 11887 11886

* Different configuration upon order.

AP 400 2WSE AP 750 3WS AP 750 ZE AP 750 Z3WS

H [mm] 1982 2160 2510 2510

H1 [mm] - - 440 440

D (incl. insulation) [mm] 790 1006 960 960

D (excl. insulation) [mm] - 800 - -

D1 [mm] 620 800 800 800

D2 [mm] 610 610 756 756

Weight [kg] 119 149 121 160

H

D2

D1

D
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AP 400 2WSE AP 750 3WS AP 750 ZE AP 750 Z3WSE



NEWRegulus LYRA Accumulation Tank

Domestic Hot Water

» Instantaneous water heating

» Prevents formation of Legionella bacteria

» Always fresh hot water, no storage

» Thermostatic valve limits the incoming temperature to the heat exchanger, preventing scale formation 

» Controlled DHW circulation pump for cost-efficient recirculation even in large DHW systems

» Precise temperature control of supplied hot water

» High efficiency of solar system thanks to water recooling to low temperature after the heat exchanger

Heating to 2 independent mixed heating circuits

» Pump stations with special 4-way valves

» For space heating the valves give priority to solar heat. 

    If the temperature is insufficient, hot water from the backup-heated tank section is used for mixing. 

Up to 2 electric

heating elements

Pump station for one or two independent

mixed heating circuits

Solar pump station

Pump station for instantaneous

water heating, no risk of Legionella

bacteria formation

Heat sources

Solar system

» During periods of sufficient sunshine the solar system will charge the entire tank without any further sources

» Heat transfer can be moved to the heat exchanger’s upper part by slowing down the pump speed, giving the priority to charging the upper section

» Solar heat can be further accumulated also in the lower section and then it may be available for several cloudy days.

» Return water temperature monitoring and diverting to the upper/lower section for maximum solar gains and fast firing a hydronic fireplace 

(solid-fuel boiler)

Wood stove, fireplace insert with a heat exchanger, wood-fired boiler, other solid-fuel boilers and el. heating elements

» These use the entire tank volume; in the upper part two el. heating elements can be fitted

» As a priority, the top zone is automatically heated to the max. temperature

» The tank is filled with hot water from the top, in the bottom section cold water is preheated from a solar system

Oil-, gas- or pellet-fired boiler

» The upper backup-heated section alone is used

» One electric heating element can be fitted to be used for summer backup heating instead of a boiler

» The entire bottom tank section is used for solar heat accumulation

Whole boiler room in modules fitted on a tank

Code Item

12228
LYRA Heat Accumulation Tank for two heating circuits, with DHW 

heating and circulation, with S2 Solar3 Solar Pump Station

12229
LYRA Heat Accumulation Tank for one heating circuit, with DHW 

heating and circulation, with S2 Solar3 Solar Pump Station

12230
LYRA Heat Accumulation Tank for two heating circuits, with DHW 

heating - no circulation, with S2 Solar3 Solar Pump Station

12231
LYRA Heat Accumulation Tank for one heating circuit, with DHW 

heating - no circulation, with S2 Solar3 Solar Pump Station



Techncial Features

Heating fluid volume in tank 870 l

Bare tank diameter 800 mm

Height 2070 mm

Fluid volume in heat exchanger 23 l

Solar heat exchanger surface area 4.2 m2

Max. working temp. in tank 95 °C

Max. working temp. in solar heat exchanger 160 °C

Max. working pressure in tank 4 bar

Max. working pressure in solar heat exchanger 10 bar

Empty weight 213 kg

Connection Diagram for REGULUS LYRA

New insulation comprised of three layers 

of advanced insulation materials

Flammability class B1

Elegant washable glossy surface

The soft insulation layer fits perfectly to the tank, 

preventing heat loss from air flow

The main insulation layer featuring excellent 

insulation properties λ=0.032 W/m.K

Pellets

Gas

Oil



Storage water heaters with 1 or 2 enameled coils, enabling installation of an electric heating element. Their inner surface is enameled in compliance with DIN 

4753. They are equipped with a magnesium anode rod.

The tanks are supplied with hard PUR insulation 55 mm thick (RxBC 200 - 500), 80 mm thick (RxBC 750 - 1000) or 100 mm thick (RxBC 1500 -3000), with white PVC 

surface. The insulation can be removed (e.g. for passing through a narrow door).

Model Height

[mm]

Diameter*

[mm]

Heating coil surface area 

[m2]

RBC 200 1265 500 1.5

RBC 300 1710 500 1.7

RBC 400 1655 600 1.9

RBC 500 1785 650 2.5

RBC 750 1870 790 3.4

RBC 1000 2120 790 3.5

RBC 1500 2285 1000 4.2

RBC 2000 2550 1100 4.5

RBC 2500 2680 1200 4.8

RBC 3000 2980 1200 5.2

Model Height

[mm]

Diameter*

[mm]

Heating coil surface area [m2]

S1 S2

R2BC 200 1265 500 0.8 0.8

R2BC 300 1710 500 0.9 1.5

R2BC 400 1690 600 0.9 1.9

R2BC 500 1780 650 0.9 1.9

R2BC 750 1870 790 2.4 2.4

R2BC 1000 2120 790 2.5 2.5

R2BC 1500 2285 1000 4.2 2.5

R2BC 2000 2550 1100 4.5 3

R2BC 2500 2680 1200 3.5 4.8

R2BC 3000 2980 1200 5.2 3.8

RBC and R2BC - ENAMELED STORAGE WATER HEATERS

S1

S2

max. working pressure 10 bar

max. working temperature 95 °C

A finned tube heat exchanger or another electric heating element can be installed as an addition into the lower flange of R0BC, RBC and R2BC storage tanks. More 

detailed information can be found in our catalogue of accumulation tanks and storage water heaters.

Storage tanks enabling installation of an electric heating element. Their inner surface is enameled in compliance with DIN 4753. They are equipped with 

a magnesium anode rod. The tanks are supplied with hard PUR insulation 55 mm thick (RxBC 200 - 500), 80 mm thick (RxBC 750 - 1000) or 100 mm thick (RxBC 

1500 -3000), with white PVC surface. The insulation can be removed (e.g. for passing through a narrow door).

Model
Height

[mm]

Diameter*

[mm]

R0BC 200 1265 500

R0BC 300 1710 500

R0BC 400 1690 600

R0BC 500 1780 650

R0BC 750 1870 790

R0BC 1000 2120 790

R0BC 1500 2285 1000

R0BC 2000 2550 1100

R0BC 2500 2680 1200

R0BC 3000 2980 1200

R0BC - ENAMELED DHW STORAGE TANKS

R2DC ENAMELED STORAGE WATER HEATERS

Storage water heaters with two enameled heating coils, ready to accommodate an electric heating 
rod. The inner surface is enameled in compliance with DIN 4753. The tanks are equipped with 
a magnesium anode rod. 
The tanks are supplied with a hard PUR insulation with a white lacquered sheet metal surface, 42 mm 
thick (200 and 250l tank) or 48 mm thick insulation with white PVC surface (300l tank).

A finned tube heat exchanger or another electric heating element can be installed as an addition into the lower 

flange of R2DC storage tanks. More detailed information can be found in our catalogue of accumulation tanks and 

storage water heaters.

Model Height 

[mm]

Diam. with 

insulation [mm]

Heating coil surface area [m2]

S1 S2

R2DC 200 1382 584 1 1

R2DC 250 1562 584 1 1.45

R2DC 300 1760 597 1 1.5

* Tank diam. without ports and insulation.

The total diam. of the tank is calculated by adding double the insulation thickness to the tank diameter shown in the table.

NEW



* Tank diam. without ports and insulation.

The total diam. of the tank is calculated by adding double the insulation thickness to the tank diameter shown in the table.

RGC and R2GC ENAMELED STORAGE WATER HEATERS

Model Height

[mm]

Diam. with insulation

[mm]

Heating coil surface

area [m2]

RGC 200 1100 660 1.4

RGC 250 1330 660 1.4

RGC 300 1350 660 1.4

RGC 400 1660 700 1.8

Model Height

[mm]

Diam. with

insulation [mm]

Heating coil surface area [m2]

S1 S2

R2GC 200 1140 660 0.7 1.0

R2GC 250 1300 660 1.0 1.2

R2GC 300 1450 660 1.1 1.4

R2GC 400 1660 700 1.3 1.8

max. working pressure 6 bar

max. working temperature 100 °C

max. working pressure 6 bar

max. working temperature 100 °C

Storage water heaters with 1 or 2 enameled coils, enabling installation of an electric heating element. 

Their inner surface is enameled in compliance with DIN 4753. They are equipped with a magnesium 

anode rod.

The tanks are supplied with hard PUR insulation 55 mm thick (200 to 300 l tanks) or 50 mm thick (400 l 

tanks), with white PU leather surface. The insulation cannot be removed.

S1

S2

Storage water heaters with enlarged heat transfer surface of the heating coil, suitable for water heating from low-temperature 

sources (heat pumps, large solar systems etc.). Up to 750 l volume, the tank can be fitted with an electric heating element. 

Their inner surface is enameled in compliance with DIN 4753. The tanks are equipped with a magnesium anode rod. The tanks 

are supplied with hard PUR insulation 55 mm thick (200 to 500 l tanks) or 80 mm thick (750 and 1000 l tanks), with white PVC 

surface. The insulation can be removed (e.g. for passing through a narrow door).

Model Height

[mm]

Diameter*

[mm]

Heating coil surface

area [m2]

RBC 200 HP 1265 500 3

RBC 300 HP 1710 500 3.8

RBC 400 HP 1655 600 5

RBC 500 HP 1785 650 5.9

RBC 750 HP 1870 790 7.5

RBC 1000 HP 2120 790 10

RBC HP - ENAMELED STORAGE WATER HEATERS with enlarged heating coil

RGC 120 H ENAMELED STORAGE WATER HEATER

Model Height

[mm]

Diameter (w × d)

[mm]

Heating coil surface

area [m2]

RGC 120 H 1140 460 x 460 1.2

Storage water heater with one enameled coil and upward outlets, for use with a solid-fuel boiler or gas 

boiler. These tanks can be fitted with an electric heating element. Their inner surface is enameled in 

compliance with DIN 4753. The tanks are equipped with a magnesium anode rod.

max. working pressure 6 bar

max. working temperature 100 °C



max. working pressure 6 bar

max. working temperature 100°C

RGC 300 SOL

• 1 solar heating coil.

• An electric heating element can be fitted.

• Solar outlet pipe connects directly to the tank coil.

R2GC 300 SOL

• 2 heating coils for solar system and DHW backup heating with boiler.

• An electric heating element can be fitted.

• The solar outlet pipe is fitted with an air separator and a ball valve with thermometer inside the pump group.

Model RGC 300 SOL R2GC 300 SOL

Volume [l] 300 300

Tank height [mm] 1450 1450

Tank diameter [mm] 700 700

Max. empty weight [kg] 122 133

Max. pressure in tank [MPa] 0.6 0.6

Max. pressure in coils [MPa] 0.6 0.6

Heat transfer surface of solar coil [m2] 1.4 1.4

Heat transfer surface of boiler coil [m2] - 1.1

Max. tank temperature [°C] 100 100

Max. temperature of heating coils [°C] 100 100

Power supply [V/Hz] 230/50 230/50

Version SOL 1 STDC

• STDC Solar Controller - two-sensor controller, 1 output relay, large display with selectable hydraulic variants, many functions and help. 

Menu in several languages.

• Single-pipe solar pump station with ST 25/6 pump, insulated, contains all components for proper operation and servicing a solar system.

Version SOL 2 SRS3 

• SRS3 solar controller - three-sensor controller, 2 output relays (one may be used to control a pump speed), a large display with selectable hydraulic 

variants, many functions and help. Menu in several languages. Backup heating blocking by time schedule.

• Two-pipe solar pump station with ST 25/6 pump, insulated, contains all components for proper operation and servicing a solar system.

STORAGE WATER HEATERS WITH SOLAR PUMP STATION

NBC and N2BC STAINLESS-STEEL STORAGE WATER HEATERS

Storage tanks with one or two heating coils, enabling installation of an electric heating element (an element designed for stainless-steel tanks shall be used). 

The tanks are made of AISI 316 L stainless steel, fitted with an electronic anode rod.

The tanks are supplied with hard PUR insulation 50 mm thick with white PVC surface.

Model Height 

[mm]

Diam. with

insulation [mm]

Heating coil surface area [m2]

S1 S2

N2BC 200 1200 600 0.7 1

N2BC 300 1680 600 1 1.5

Model Height 

[mm]

Diam. with

insulation [mm]

Heating coil

surface area [m2]

NBC 200 1200 600 1

NBC 300 1680 600 1.5

S1

S2
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Aces generates a weak direct current that keeps an optimum potential between its titanium electrode and the tank which protects the tank against possible cor-

rosion. The appliance measures the value of this potential continuously and modifies it immediately when needed and keeps it on an optimum level. It does not 

wear off, needs no maintenance and extends the service life of storage tanks.,

Set code Model Anode length 

[mm]

Suitable for

9172 ACES 550/200 750 DUO E (E2) 600-1500

9173 ACES 200/150 350 RxBC 200

9174 ACES 350/150 500 RxBC 300-500; R2DC 300

9175 ACES 550/200 750 RxBC 750-1500

9176 ACES 200/150 350 RxGC 200; DUO E 380/120 Gx

9177 ACES 350/150 500 RxGC 250-400

Code Anode length 

[mm]

Thread Suitable for

4025 400 G 5/4“ RxGC 200-400, R0BC 200-300, RBC200,400,500, R2BC 400

448 500 G 5/4“ R0BC 400-500, RBC 300, R2BC 200,500 

464 650 G 5/4“ R0BC 750,1500, RBC 750, RBC HP 200, R2BC 300 

3698 900 G 5/4“ R0BC 1000,2000-3000, RBC 1000-3000, RBC HP 300-1000, R2BC 750-3000

Magnesium anode rod

ACES - Anti-corrosion electronic system (electronic anode rod)

ACCESSORIES TO STORAGE WATER HEATERS

TSV Thermostatic Mixing Valves for DHW

Thermostatic valves provide safe water temperature control at outlet points, preventing scalding. They can be used for various sets with storage water heaters in 

solar systems or in systems with solid fuel boilers. A set of check valves is available for use with thermostatic valves.

Brass fittings for tank connection

Code Name Adjustment Temp. range [°C] Check valves Connection

10303 TERMOMIX 22 knob 38-68 accessories * Cu 22 × 1

11057 TERMOMIX 3/4 knob 38-68 accessories * G 3/4“

7079 TSV-TV-MT52HC knob 20-70 accessories * G 5/4“

12023 Wmix - k knob 30-65 no G 3/4“

12020 Wmix - k knob 30-65 no G 1“

11663 Wmix - k knob 30-65 yes G 1/2“

11664 Wmix - k knob 30-65 yes G 3/4“

12025 Wmix - k knob 30-65 no G 5/4“

11674 Wmix - k knob 30-65 yes G 1“

12027 Wmix - i Allen key 30-65 no G 3/4“

12028 Wmix - i Allen key 30-65 no G 1“

12033 Wmix - i Allen key 30-65 yes G 1/2“

12034 Wmix - i Allen key 30-65 yes G 3/4“

12029 Wmix - F fixed 48 no G 1“

11366 Wmix - F fixed 48 yes G 3/4“

*check valves are available as accessories

Code Name Thread

7881 plug G 6/4“

7627 insert G 6/4” × 6/4” M/M

8767 insert G 6/4” × 5/4” M/M

8766 insert G 6/4“ × 1“ M/M

7882 insert G 6/4” × 1” M/F

8270 insert G 3/4“ × 5/4“ M/M

9078 nickel-plated sheath 100 mm G 1/2“ M

154 sheath 100 mm G 1/2“ M


